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EMBEDDING SUBSETS OF TORI PROPERLY INTO C2
ERLEND FORNÆSS WOLD
Abstract. Let T be a torus. We prove that all subsets of T with finitely many boundary com-
ponents (none of them being points) embed properly into C2. We also show that the algebras of
analytic functions on certain countably connected subsets of closed Riemann surfaces are doubly
generated.
1. Introduction, main results and notation
Our main concern is the problem of embedding bordered Riemann surfaces properly into
C
2. A (finite) bordered Riemann surface is obtained by removing a finite set of closed disjoint
connected components D1, ...,Dk from a compact surface R, i.e. the bordered surface is
R˜ := R \ ∪ki=1Di.
For a positive integer d ≥ 2 it is known that there is a lowest possible integer Nd = [
3d
2 ]+1
such that all Stein manifolds of dimension d embed properly into CNd [4][5][16] (for more
details, see for instance the survey [7]). It is also known that all open Riemann surfaces
embed properly into C3, but it remains an open question whether the dimension of the
target domain in this case always can be pushed down to 2.
For (positive) results when the genus of R is 0 we refer to the articles [13][2][14][9][20],
and in the case of genus ≥ 1 to [18][19].
We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let T be a torus, and let U ⊂ T be a domain such that T \ U consists of a
finite number of connected components, none of them being points. Then U embeds properly
into C2.
In [19] we proved that under the assumption that U can be embedded onto a Runge surface
in C2, one can embed arbitrarily small perturbations of U properly into C2. Our task then
is to
(i) Embed U onto a Runge surface,
(ii) Pass from small perturbations to U itself.
(We say that a surface U is Runge if holomorphic functions on U may be approximated
uniformly on compacts in U by polynomials).
To achieve (i) we recall from [19] that for any one complementary component D1, we have
that T \ D1 embeds into C
2 by some map φ, and that the image is Runge. To embed the
smaller domain U onto a Runge surface, we will perturb the image of U by constructing a map
that could be described as a local (near some neighborhood of φ(U)) singular shear acting
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transversally to φ(U) - the singularities being placed inside each component of φ(T \ U).
This construction is the content of Section 3.
To achieve (ii) we will apply a technique from [9] used by Globevnik and Stensønes to
embed planar domains into C2. He and Schramm have shown that any subset of T is
biholomorphic to a circular subset U ′ of another torus T′ [12]. This allows us to identify U
with a point in RN in such a way that the point corresponds to the complex structure on T
and the centers and the radii of the boundary components of U . Now small perturbations
of U ′ embeds properly into C2, and the perturbation corresponds to some circled subset of
some torus, i.e. some (other) point in RN . So if we identify all subsets of tori close to U
with points in a ball B in RN , we may in this manner construct a map ψ : B → RN , such
that all circled domains corresponding to points in the image ψ(B) embed properly into C2.
Our goal is to construct the map ψ in such a way that it is continuous and close to the
identity. In that case, by Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, the point corresponding to U will
be contained in the image ψ(B), and the result follows.
Continuity in the setting of uniformization of subsets of tori is treated in Section 2, while
continuity regarding the identification of circled subsets with properly embeddable subsets
is dealt with in Section 4.
As was pointed out in [18], the question about the embeddability of an open Riemann
surface Ω is related to a question about the function algebra O(Ω) of all analytic functions on
Ω. For an integer m ∈ N we say that the algebra O(Ω) is m-generated if there exist functions
fi ∈ O(Ω), i = 1, ...,m such that C[f1, ..., fm] is dense in O(Ω). Since any Ω embeds properly
into C3 we have that O(Ω) is 3-generated, but it is unknown whether or not 2 generators
might be sufficient. By the perturbation results in Section 3 we get the following:
Theorem 2. Let T be a torus, and let U ⊂ T be domain such that each connected component
of T \ U has got non-empty interior. Then the function algebra O(U) is 2-generated.
Theorem 2 is a special case of the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let R be a closed Riemann surface, let U ⊂ R be a domain such that ∂U is a
collection of smooth Jordan curves, and let φ : U → C2 be an embedding that extends across
∂U . Assume that φ(U) is polynomially convex. If V ⊂ U is a connected open set obtained
from U by removing at most countably many disks, then O(V ) is 2-generated.
The proof of the last two theorems will be given in Section 3.
As usual we will denote an ǫ-ball centered at a point p in Rn or Cn by Bǫ(p) (or simply
Bǫ if the center is the origin), and the corresponding ǫ-disk in C will be denoted △ǫ(p). By
a disk in a Riemann surface R we will mean a subset homeomorphic to △.
Acknowledgement The author would like to thank Franc Forstnericˇ for several comments
and suggestions for improvements of the present article. In particular the present proof of
Proposition 2 was showed us by Forstnericˇ.
2. Circled subsets of tori and uniformization
Let τ ∈ C be contained in the upper half plane H+. If we define the lattice
Lτ := {m · τ + n ∈ C;m,n ∈ Z},
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we obtain a torus by considering the quotient C/ ∼τ , where z ∼τ w ⇔ z − w ∈ Lτ . It
is known that all tori are obtained in this way. For a given τ we let R(Ω(τ)) denote the
quotient, i.e. the torus, and we let Ω(τ) denote C regarded as its universal cover. We may
choose τ with 0 < Re(τ) ≤ 1.
We are concerned with subsets of tori with finitely many boundary components. Let T be a
torus, let K˜1, ..., K˜m be compact connected disjoint subsets of T, such that T˜ := T\(∪
m
i=1K˜i)
is connected. Then T may be identified with its cover Ω(τ) for some τ , and T˜ with some
subset U of Ω(τ). It is clear that U is completely determined by τ and some choice of
complementary components K1, · · ·,Km of U that intersect the parallelogram with vertices
0, 1, τ, τ +1, and we let Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km) denote such a U . We call such a set an m-domain.
We let R(Ω(τ, · · ·)) denote the corresponding subset of R(Ω(τ)).
Fix an m-domain Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km), and assume that λ /∈ Ki for i = 1, ...,m. We want
to consider a space of m-domains ”close” to Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km). For this purpose we recall
the definition of the Hausdorff metric: Let X be a metric space with distance function
m : X ×X → R+. For two closed subsets S1, S2 of X one defines first
d(S1, S2) = supx∈S1 inf{m(x, y); y ∈ S2}.
Then the Hausdorff distance between the sets S1 and S2 is defined by
dH(S1, S2) = d(S1, S2) + d(S2, S1).
Let δ > 0, let U0 denote the δ-disk centered at λ, and for i = 1, ...,m let Ui denote the
δ-disk centered at the closed connected sets Ki with respect to the Hausdorff metric:
Ui = {S ⊂ C;S is closed, dH(S,Ki) < δ}.
If δ is small enough then if λ′ ∈ U0 and if Ci is a connected set Ci ∈ Ui with C\Ci connected
for i = 1, ...,m, then the set Ω(λ′, C1, ..., Cm) is an m-domain. (We will also choose δ
small enough such that Ci ∈ Ui, Cj ∈ Uj, i 6= j ⇒ Ci ∩ Cj = ∅, and such that no element
Ci ∈ Ui can intersect the disk U0). We call the set of these m-domains X
m
δ (Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km)).
Let Ω1 = Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km),Ω2 = Ω(λ,C1, · · ·, Cm) ∈ X
m
δ (Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km)), and let S1 =
{τ} ∪K1 ∪ · · · ∪Km, S2 = {λ} ∪C1 ∪ · · · ∪Cm be the corresponding subsets of C. We then
define
d1(Ω1,Ω2) := dH(S1, S2),
As a subset of the set of all m-domains we have all m-domains whose boundary components
are all circles. We will let these m-domains be denoted Ω(τ, z1, r1, · · ·, zm, rm), where (zi, ri)
corresponds to the center and the radius of the ith boundary component (for some choice
of ordering of these components). We will use boldface letters, such as x, to denote a 2m-
tuple x = (z1, r1, · · ·, zm, rm) to simplify notation to Ω(τ,x). We call such domains circled
m-domains, and we denote the set of all such domains Tm.
Let Ω(τ,x) be a circled m-domain, and let Xmδ (Ω(τ,x)) be a space as defined above. For all
circled m-domains contained in Xmδ (Ω(τ,x)) we have a natural ordering of all the boundary
components, and we may identify all such domains Ω(λ,y) with points (λ,y) ∈ R2+3m. So if
ǫ is small enough, the points in the ball Bǫ(τ,x) ⊂ R
2+3m are in unique correspondence with
circled m-domains in Xmδ (Ω(τ,x)). We may thus give another metric to this (local) space of
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circled m-domains, henceforth denoted Tmǫ (τ,x), by defining
d2(Ω(τ,x),Ω(λ,y)) := ‖(τ,x) − (λ,y)‖,
where ‖ · ‖ is the euclidian distance on R2+3m.
We will now give a lemma regarding conformal mappings of arbitrary m-domains domains
onto circular m-domains. The contents of the lemma are in essence results proved by He and
Schramm [12]. Stating the results for the special case of tori, they showed the following: Let
T \ ∪mi=1Ki be an m-connected subdomain of some torus T. Then there exists some torus T
′
and a domain Ω ⊂ T′ such that the following holds:
(1) Ω is circled, meaning that if we lift Ω to the universal cover of T′ then the complement
consists of exact disks (these disks may also be points),
(2) Ω is conformally equivalent to T \ ∪mi=1Ki.
Furthermore they proved that
(3) A circled domain in the Riemann sphere is unique up to Mo¨bius transformations, i.e.
if f : Ω1 → Ω2 is a biholomorphic map between circled domains, then f is the restriction to
Ω1 of a Mo¨bius transformation.
Formulating (1) and (2) for m-domains as defined above we have the following:
(a) For any Ω = Ω(λ,K1, · · ·,Km) there exists a conformal mapping f that maps Ω onto
some Ω(λ′,x) ∈ Tm,
(b) The map f respects the relation ∼λ, meaning that f(z+m+nλ) = f(z)+m+nf(λ)
for all m,n ∈ Z.
In (b) we have normalized so that f fixes the points 0 and 1. By (3) we have then that f
is unique.
Now fix a domain Ω(λ,K1, · · ·,Km), and consider a space X
m
δ (Ω(λ,K1, · · ·,Km)) of nearby
m-domains as defined above. For each domain Ω′ = Ω(λ′, C1, ..., Cm) ∈ X
m
δ (Ω(λ,K1, · ·
·,Km)) there is a unique map f that maps Ω
′ onto a circular m-domain as above, fixing the
points 0 and 1, and we may define a map ϕ : Xmδ (Ω(λ,K1, · · ·,Km))→ T
m by
ϕ(Ω′) = (f(λ′), z1, r1, ..., zm, rm),
where zi and r1 are the center and radius of the boundary component corresponding to Ci.
Note that by uniqueness, if Ω′ = Ω(λ′, C1, ..., Cm) is a circled m-domain so that Ω
′ has the
representation Ω(λ′, z1, r1, ..., zm, rm) where (zi, ri) is the center and the radius of Ci, then
ϕ(Ω′) = (λ′, z1, r1, ..., zm, rm). In this respect we may say that ϕ |Tm∩Xm
δ
(Ω(λ,K1,···,Km))= id.
We will sum these things up in a lemma, and we want to establish that the map ϕ is
continuous. To prove this we will need the following definitions and theorem from [10]:
Let {Bn}, for n = 1, 2, .., denote a sequence of domains in the Riemann sphere that include
the point z = ∞. We define the kernel of this sequence as the largest domain B including
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z = ∞ every closed subset of which is contained in each Bn from some n on. We shall say
that the sequence {Bn} converges to its kernel B if an arbitrary subsequence has the same
kernel B.
Theorem 4. ([10], page 228.) Let {An} denote a sequence of domains An, n = 1, 2, ..., in
the Riemann sphere that include the point z =∞. Suppose that this sequence converges to a
kernel A. Let {fn(z)} denote a sequence of functions ζ = fn(z) such that for each n = 1, 2, ...,
the function fn(z) maps the domain An onto a domain Bn including the point ζ = ∞ in
such a way that fn(∞) = ∞ and f
′
n(∞) = 1. Then for the sequence {fn(z)} to converge
uniformly in the interior of the domain A to a univalent function f(z) it is necessary and
sufficient that the sequence {Bn} have a kernel and converge to it, in which case the function
ζ = f(z) maps A univalently onto B.
We want to apply this theorem for sequences of m-domains. Let An be a sequence of
m-domains including the origin and converging to an m-domain A. Let A′n and A
′ denote
the domains in C including∞ given by the correspondence z 7→ 1z . Then A
′
n is a sequence as
above, and A′ is its kernel. Let {fn} be a sequence of univalent functions mapping An onto
a domain Bn including the origin and fn(0) = 0, f
′
n(0) = 1. For each n define the function
Fn(z) =
1
fn(
1
z
)
mapping the domain A′n onto B
′
n, where B
′
n’s relation with Bn is given by the
correspondence z 7→ 1z . Then the sequences A
′
n and Fn satisfy the conditions in the above
theorem. If the sequence fn(z) converges to a univalent function f on A, the sequence Fn
converges to a univalent function F on A′. By the theorem the sequence B′n has a kernel B
′
and converges to it, and F maps A′ onto B′. This implies that the sequence Bn has a kernel
B and converges to it, and f maps A onto B. On the other hand, if the sequence Bn has a
kernel B and converges to it, then the sequence B′n has a kernel B
′ and converges to it, and
by the theorem Fn converges to a univalent function F on A
′, mapping A′ onto the kernel
B′. So the sequence fn converges to a univalent function f on A mapping A onto the kernel
B.
Lemma 1. Let Xmδ (Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km)) be a space of m-domains as defined above. There is
a map ϕ : Xmδ (Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km))→ T
m such that the following holds:
(i) R(ϕ(Ω′)) is conformally equivalent to R(Ω′) for all Ω′ ∈ Xmδ (Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km)),
(ii) ϕ |Tm∩Xm
δ
(Ω(τ,K1,···,Km))= id,
(iii) ϕ is continuous with respect to d1 and d2.
Proof. We have already defined ϕ and established (i) and (ii). To prove continuity we first
choose a different normalization of the uniformizing maps. For each map f : Ω′ → C as
above, we compose with a linear map and assume that f(0) = 0, f ′(0) = 1.
Let Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym) ∈ X
m
δ (Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km)) and let f : Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym)→ C be the corre-
sponding map. Let {Ω(λj , Y
j
1 , .., Y
j
m} ⊂ Xmδ (Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km)) such that Ω(λj , Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m)→
Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym) and let fj : Ω(λj , Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m) → C be the corresponding maps for those do-
mains. By abuse of notation we will let f(Yi) and fj(Y
j
i ) denote complementary compo-
nents of the images. Note that the sequence of domains Ω(λj, Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m) has the domain
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Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym) as its kernel and converges to it. We claim that fj → f uniformly on com-
pacts in Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym), and that fj(Y
j
i )→ f(Yi). This will prove the continuity of the map
ϕ defined above. That we chose a different normalization does not matter since we will then
also have that
fj
fj(1)
→ ff(1) .
To show that fj → f it suffices to show that every subsequence of fj admits a subsequence
converging to f . By assumption on the family Xmδ (Ω(τ,K1, · · ·,Km)) there exists a t > 0
such that △t = {ζ ∈ C; |ζ| ≤ t} ⊂ Ω(λj , Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m) for all j. Now let t0 < t and consider the
functions hj(z) =
1
fj(z)
onW jt0 = Ω(λj, Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m)\△t0 . By Koebe’s
1
4 -Theorem we have that
hj(W
j
t0) ⊂ △ 4t0
for all j, so the sequence hj is a normal family onWt0 = Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym)\△t0 .
Passing to a subsequence we assume that hj → h. Now h cannot be constantly zero, for this
would mean that fj =
1
hj
→∞ uniformly on compacts. This would contradict the fact that
f ′j(0) = 1 for all j. But this means that that the sequence fj converges to some function g
on Wt0 , hence we may assume that fj converges to g on Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym). Since g
′(0) = 1 we
have that g cannot be constant, and we conclude that g maps Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym) univalently
onto some subset of C.
Since fj converges to g we have now that the for each i, the set fj(Y
j
i ) is a bounded
sequence of disks △
rji
(zji ) (some of these disks could be points). So by passing to a sub-
sequence we may assume that each of the sequence of pairs (zji , r
j
i ) converges to some pair
(zi, ri). We have that
(B) fj(z +m+ nλj) = fj(z) +mfj(1) + nfj(λj)
for all j and for all m,n ∈ Z. So if we let Qj be the set of disks in C generated
by the set of disks △
rji
(zji ) and the lattice determined by fj(1) and fj(λj), we get that
fj(Ω(λj, Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m)) = C \Qj.
From (B) we now get that
(C) g(z +m+ nλ) = g(z) +mg(1) + ng(λ)
for all m,n ∈ Z.
We must have that g(1) and g(λ) are linearly independent over R. To see this let V be
some open set in Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km) containing the point λ. Then g(V ) contains an open set
around g(λ). Now for each m,n ∈ Z let Vm,n denote the translated sets V +m+ nλ. Then
g(Vm,n) = g(V ) +mg(1) + ng(λ), and if g(1) and g(λ) are linearly dependent over R then
g(Vm,n) would intersect the straight line segment between 0 and g(λ) for infinitely many
choices of m,n ∈ Z. This would contradict the fact that g is univalent.
Let Q now denote the circled subset of C generated by the disks △ri(zi) and the lattice
determined by g(1) and g(λ). Now C\Q is the kernel for sequence C\Qj , and it follows from
Theorem 4 that g(Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym)) = C \ Q. But then g is the unique function satisfying
g(0) = 0, g′(0) = 1 that maps Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym) onto a circled subset of C having a cluster
point at infinity, and this contradicts (A). We conclude then that fj → f .
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Now from Theorem 4 we have that f(Ω(λ, Y1, ..., Ym)) is the kernel for the sequence
fj(Ω(λ, Y
j
1 , ..., Y
j
m)) to which it converges. Since an arbitrary subsequence has the same
kernel we have that each sequence of disks fj(Y
j
i ) must converge to f(Yi), and this com-
pletes the proof. 
Now let Ω(τ,x) ∈ Tm so that no boundary components intersects the point τ , letXmδ (Ω(τ,x))
be a space as defined above, and choose ǫ > 0 such that Tmǫ (τ,x) ⊂ X
m
δ (Ω(τ,x)). Let
ϕ : Xmδ (Ω(τ,x))→ T
m be the map from Lemma 1. We then have the following:
Lemma 2. For every µ > 0 there exists a δ̂ > 0 such that, if
ψ : Tmǫ (τ,x)→ X
m
δ (Ω(τ,x))
is a map with d1(ψ(Ω(λ,y)),Ω(λ,y)) < δ̂ for all Ω(λ,y) ∈ T
m
ǫ (τ,x), then
d2(ϕ ◦ ψ(Ω(λ,y)),Ω(λ,y)) < µ
for all Ω(λ,y) ∈ Tmǫ (τ,x).
Proof. This follows from the facts that ϕ|Tm∩Xm
δ
(Ω(τ,x)) = id, ϕ is continuous, and Tmǫ (τ,x)
is complete. 
Theorem 1 will follow from the previous lemmas and the following proposition. The proof
of the proposition will be given in sections 3 and 4.
Proposition 1. Let Ω(τ,x) ∈ Tm such that no complementary component of Ω(τ,x) ∈ Tm
intersect the point τ , and such that no boundary component is a single point. Let Xmδ (Ω(τ,x))
be a space as above. If ǫ > 0 is small enough, then for all δ̂ > 0 there exists a map
ψ : Tmǫ (Ω(τ,x))→ X
m
δ (Ω(τ,x)) such that the following holds:
(i) ψ is continuous with respect to d1 and d2,
(ii) d1(Ω(λ,y), ψ(Ω(λ,y))) < δ̂ for all Ω(λ,y) ∈ T
m
ǫ (Ω(τ,x)),
(iii) All R(ψ(Ω(λ,y))) embed properly into C2.
Proof of Theorem 1: Lift U to the universal cover of T and write this lifting as an m-
domain Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km). By Lemma 1, Ω(λ,K1, ...,Km) is biholomophic to some circled
m-domain Ω(τ,x) ∈ Tm(see (1),(2),(a) and (b) on page 3), so it is enough to proof the result
for R(Ω(τ,x)). By a linear translation we may assume that no boundary component of
Ω(τ,x) intersect the point τ , and we cannot have that any boundary component of Ω(τ,x)
is a point, since no Ki is a point. Let ǫ > 0 be in accordance with Proposition 1. There
exists a µ > 0 such that if F : Bǫ(τ,x)→ R
2+3m is a continuous map satisfying
(∗) ‖F − id‖Bǫ(τ,x) < µ,
then
(∗∗)(τ,x) ∈ F(Bǫ(τ,x)).
Choose δ̂ > 0 depending on µ as in Lemma 2, choose ψ as in Proposition 1 depending on δ̂,
and consider the composition
F = ϕ ◦ ψ
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(regarded as a map from Bǫ(τ,x) into R
2+3m). Then F is a map satisfying (∗) so we have
(∗∗). We have that all circled m-domains corresponding to points in F (Bǫ(τ,x)) embed
properly into C2, so R(Ω(τ,x)) embeds properly into C2. 
It is clear that we have proved the following formulation of Theorem 1, which we formulate
for easier reference in applications to embeddings with interpolation:
Theorem 1’: Let T be a torus, and let U ⊂ T be a domain such that T \ U consists of a
finite number of connected components, none of them being points. Then U embeds onto a
surface in C2 satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1 in [19].
3. Perturbing surfaces in C2 and consequences for function algebras.
Let R be an open Riemann surface, and let U be an open subset of R. We say that U
is Runge in R if every holomorphic function f ∈ O(U) can be approximated uniformly on
compacts in U by functions that are holomorphic on R. If φ(R) is an embedded surface in
C
2 we will say that φ(R) is Runge (in C2) if all functions f ∈ O(φ(R)) can be approximated
uniformly on compacts in φ(R) by polynomials. Now let M be a complex manifold and let
K ⊂M be a compact subset of M. Recall the definition of the holomorphically convex hull
of K with respect to M :
K̂M = {x ∈M ; |f(x)| ≤ ‖f‖K ,∀f ∈ O(M)}.
If M = Cn we simplify to K̂ = K̂Cn , and we call K̂ the polynomially convex hull of K. If
K = K̂ we say that K is polynomially convex.
For an open Riemann surface R, and a compact set K ⊂ R, we have that:
(1) K̂R is the union of K and all the relatively compact components of R \K,
(2) An open subset U of R is Runge if and only if K̂R ⊂ U for all compact K ⊂ U .
These results can be found in [3], [15].
We will need the following standard result:
Lemma 3. Let U ⊂ Ck be Runge and Stein, and let X ⊂ U be an analytic set. For M ⊂⊂ X
we have that
M̂ = M̂O(U) = M̂O(X).
Proposition 2. Let R be a closed Riemann surface, let V ⊂ R be a domain such that ∂V
is a collection of smooth Jordan curves, and let
φ : V → C2
be an embedding, holomorphic across the boundary. Assume that φ(V ) is polynomially con-
vex. Then for any finite set of distinct points {pi}
m
i=1 ⊂ V , there exist arbitrarily small open
disks Di ⊂ V with pi ∈ Di, and a neighborhood Ω of φ(V \ ∪
m
i=1Di), such that for all ǫ > 0
there exists an injective holomorphic map
ξ : Ω→ C2
such that the following holds:
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(i) ‖ξ − id‖φ(V \∪mi=1Di)
< ǫ
(ii) ξ ◦ φ(V \ ∪mi=1Di) is polynomially convex.
Proof. Let V ⊂⊂ W such that φ|W is an embedding. Since φ(V ) is polynomially convex
there is a Runge and Stein neighborhood basis Uj of φ(V ) in C
2. We may assume that
Wj := φ(W )∩Uj is a closed submanifold of Uj for all j ∈ N, and that φ(V ) is Runge in Wj .
Let xi denote φ(pi) for i = 1, ...,m, and let Q = {x1, ..., xm}.
Now let N denote the normal bundle of W1. Since N is a line bundle and W1 is a
Riemann surface, we have that N ∼= W1 × C (see for instance [6], p.229). For some large
enough j ∈ N we have that Uj embeds into N with Wj as the zero section, i.e. there is an
injective holomorphic map
(∗) F : Uj →Wj × C
such that F (x) = (x, 0) for all x ∈ Wj. We might as well assume that this is true for j = 1
(for a reference to these claims see [11] pages 255-258 and Remark 1 below).
Let f ∈ O(φ(W )) with f(x) = 0 for x ∈ Q, and f(x) 6= 0 for x /∈ Q (see for instance [6]).
For any δ > 0 we let
ψδ : W1 \Q× C→W1 \Q× C
be the biholomorfic map defined by ψδ(x, λ) = (x, λ+
δ
f(x)). Then ψδ(F (W1 \Q)) is a closed
submanifold of W1 ×C for all choices of δ, and we get that W
δ
1 := F
−1(ψδ(F (Wj \Q))) is a
closed submanifold of U1.
Let Ωj be a neighborhood basis of φ(V \ (∪
m
i=1Di)) in C
2. If j is large enough and δ is
small enough we have that
Gδ := F
−1 ◦ ψδ ◦ F : Ωj → U1
is an injective holomorphic map. Moreover we have that Gδ(φ(V \ (∪
m
i=1Di))) is holomorhi-
cally convex in W δ1 . Put Ω := Ωj, ξ := Gδ, and the result follows by Lemma 3. 
Remark 1. We outline a simple proof of the existence of the map (∗) in our setting: Let
g ∈ O(U1) be a defining function for W1, and let ▽g(x) denote the gradient of g. Such a
function exists since Cousins second problem has a solution in this setting. Define a map
H :W1 ×C→ C
2
by H(x, λ) = x + λ · ▽g(x). It is seen that H is injective near W1 × {0}, and we may let
F = H−1 on Uj if j is big enough.
Proof of Theorem 3: Let {Kj} be a holomorphically convex exhaustion of V such that
U \Kj has finitely many complementary components for each j ∈ N. We will repeatedly use
Proposition 2 to construct an embedding φ of V into C2 such that each φ(Ki) is polynomially
convex, and this will prove the theorem.
Assume that we are in the following situation which we call Si:
We have found a domain Vi ⊂ R such that V ⊂⊂ Vi, with Ki holomorphically convex in
Vi, and an embedding φi : Vi → C
2 such that the conditions in Proposition 2 are satisfied
for the pair (Vi, φi). In particular we have that φi(Ki) is polynomially convex.
We will show that we can use Proposition 2 to pass to situation Si+1.
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Let T1, ..., Tk denote the connected components of Vi \Ki+1. If no Tj is relatively compact
in Vi we have that Ki+1 is holomorphically convex in Vi and we define Vi+1 := Vi, φi+1 := φi.
Assume on the other hand that Ti1 , ..., Tis are relatively compact in Vi. By assumption
and since Ki+1 is holomorphically convex in V , we may find points pj ∈ Tij such that
pj ∈ (U\V )
◦. And so there are disksDj ⊂ Vi\V such that pj ∈ Dj . Define Vi+1 = Vi\∪
s
j=1Dj
and Proposition 2 furnishes the map φi+1. We are in Si+1.
We may now use this procedure to construct an appropriate embedding of V into C2.
Let V1 be a smoothly bounded domain in R, homeomorphic to U with U ⊂⊂ V1, and such
that φ is defined on V1. Assume that K1 is a point and define φ1 := φ. Notice that for
each step, when passing from Si to Si+1, we may choose any δi > 0 and make sure that
‖φi+1 − φi‖Ki+1 < δi. Therefore we may choose a sequence {φi} such that
φ := lim
i→∞
φi
exists on V and is an embedding. Moreover, since φi(Ki) is polynomially convex for each
i ∈ N, and since φ(Ki+1) can be made an arbitrarily small perturbation of φi(Ki+1), we may
assume that each φ(Ki) is polynomially convex. The result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2: Let T be a connected component of T \ V , and let p ∈ T be an
interior point. Then T\{p} embeds as a closed submanifold of C2 by some map φ. Let D be
a smoothly bounded disk such that D ⊂⊂ T , and define U = T \D. The collection (U, φ, V )
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3. 
4. Continuous perturbation of families of Riemann surfaces - proof of
Proposition 1
Briefly the idea behind the proof of Proposition 1 is the following: Start with the space
Tmǫ (Ω(τ,x)) and consider Theorem 5 below. In effect we showed in [19] that for each fixed
Ω(λ,y) ∈ Tmǫ (Ω(τ,x)) there exists an arbitrarily small perturbation U(λ,y) of Ω(λ,y) such
that U(λ,y) embeds onto a surface in C
2 satisfying the conditions in Theorem 5. I.e. U(λ,y)
embeds properly into C2. Suppose that we could make sure that the perturbed m-domains
vary continuously with the parameter (λ,y) (with respect to the metric defined in Section
2). Then the correspondence Ω(λ,y) 7→ U(λ,y) defines a continuous map ψ : T
m
ǫ (Ω(τ,x))→
Xm(τ,x), and all the image domains embed properly into C2. If ψ could be made arbitrarily
close to the identity then Proposition 1 would follow from Lemma 2. This is indeed what
we will prove.
The following theorem is approximately the same as Theorem 1 in [19]. The difference is
that Theorem 1 was formulated for surfaces with smooth boundaries, whereas the following
is formulated for surfaces with piecewise smooth boundaries. The difference in the proof
however is not significant.
Theorem 5. Let M ⊂ C2 be a Riemann surface whose boundary components are piecewise
smooth Jordan curves ∂1, ..., ∂m. Assume that there are points pi ∈ ∂i such that
π−11 (π1(pi)) ∩M = pi.
Assume that each boundary component ∂i is smooth near pi, and that all points pi are regular
points of the projection π1. Then M can be properly holomorphically embedded into C
2.
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As outlined above we want to embed families of m-domains onto surfaces satisfying the
conditions in this theorem. It seems worth it however to formulate a result for closed Riemann
surfaces in general: Fix an integer g ≥ 0. Let Bǫ denote a ball of radius r = ǫ in some R
N
and let X be a smooth manifold with a projection π : X → Bǫ such that Xy := π
−1(y) is a
closed Riemann surface of genus g for each y ∈ Bǫ − the complex structure on each fibre Yy
being specified by the parameter y. Let m : X × X → R+ be a smooth metric on X that
induces the topology.
For i = 1, ...,m let fi : Bǫ × △ be a smooth embedding such that fi({y} × △) ⊂ Xy
for each y ∈ Bǫ, and such that the images fi(Bǫ × △) are pairwise disjoint. Let Y :=
X \ ∪mj=1fj(Bǫ × △). Then Y is a submanifold of X and each fiber Yy ⊂ Xy is an open
Riemann surface (specifically a closed Riemann surface of genus g with m disks removed).
For 0 < δ < 1 let Y δ denote X \ ∪mj=1fi(Bǫ ×△1−δ).
Proposition 3. Let F : Y δ → Bǫ × C
2 be a smooth map such that F (y, ·) : Y δy → {y} × C
2
is a holomorphic embedding for each y ∈ Bǫ. Assume that F (y, Yy) is polynomially convex
in each fiber {y} × C2.
Then, by possibly having to decrease ǫ, for all δ̂ > 0 there exist a family of domains
Uy ⊂ Xy, y ∈ Bǫ, and a smooth map G : ∪y∈Bǫ{y} × Uy → Bǫ × C
2 such that the following
hold for all y ∈ Bǫ:
(i) Uy is homeomorphic to Yy,
(ii) Yy ⊂ Uy ⊂ Y
bδ
y ,
(iii) dH(Uyj , Uy)→ 0 for all yj → y, yj ∈ Bǫ,
(iv) G(y, ·) is a holomorphic embedding of Uy into {y} × C
2,
(v) G(y, U y) satisfies the conditions in Theorem 5 when regarded as an embedded Riemann
surface in the fiber {y} × C2.
Proof. We will prove the result in the case that each fiber Yy is a closed Riemann surface
with a single component removed. We will make some comments along the way as regards
the general case, which is essentially the same.
We may assume that F (Y δ) ⊂ Bǫ×△×C. For any 0 < r < δ̂ let sr ⊂ △ denote the curve
sr := {z ∈ C; Im(z) = 0,−1 ≤ Re(z) ≤ −1 + r}, and let Sr ⊂ Bǫ ×△ denote the manifold
Sr := ∪y∈Bǫ{y} × sr. Then f1(Sr) ⊂ X is a smooth manifold attached to the boundary of
Y with f1(Sr) ⊂ Y
bδ \ Y . In each fiber Y δy we have that cy := f1(Sr) ∩ Y
δ
y is a smooth curve
attached to the Riemann surface Yy.
Let H denote the composition F ◦f1, and let Er denote H(Sr). Then Er is a submanifold
of Bǫ × C
2, and each fiber slice γy := Er ∩ ({y} × C
2) is a smooth curve attached to the
embedded Riemann surface F (Yy).
Let us first concentrate on some fiber over y ∈ Bǫ and explain how we can modify F |Y δy
to get all claims in the theorem, except of course (iii), for that particular fiber. The idea
is the following: We find a neighborhood Wy of F (Yy) ∪ γy in {y} × C
2 and an injective
holomorphic map ψy : Wy → {y} × C
2 such that ψ is close to the identity on F (Yy) and
such that ψy stretches the curve γy so that ψy(γy) intersects the cylinder {y} × ∂△ × C
2
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transversally and at a single point. For a small µ > 0 let V µy denote the µ-neighborhood
(∗) V µy := {x ∈ Y
δ
y ; d(x, Yy ∪ cy) < µ}
of Yy ∪ cy in Y
δ
y . We find a pair (Gy, Uy) as in the proposition by defining Gy := ψy ◦ F and
then
(∗∗) Uy := G
−1
y (Gy(V
µ
y ) ∩ ({y} ×△× C)).
(Meaning that Uy is the connected component of the pullback that contains Yy). In the
general case we attach disjoint curves in a similar manner, one for each boundary component,
and stretch each curve.
More detailed we carry out the construction (still focusing on a particular fiber) as follows:
Let my be a smoothly embedded curve my : [0, 1]→ {y} × C
2 such that
(i) my ∩ F (Y
δ
y \ Yy) ⊃ γy,
(ii) (my \ γy) ∩ F (Y y) = ∅,
(iii) The intersection γy ∩ ({y}× ∂△×C) consists of a single point (which is not the end
point), and the intersection is transversal.
Let x0 ∈ (0, 1) and let g : [0,∞) × [0, 1] → [0, 1] be an isotopy of diffeomorphisms such
that
(a) g(t, x) = x for all x ∈ [0, x0], t ∈ [0,∞),
(b) limt→∞g(t, x) = 1 for all x > x0.
Define an isotopy φy : [0, 1] × my → my by φy(t, x) := my ◦ g(t,m
−1
y (x)). If Ny is
a small neighborhood of F (Yy) in {y} × C
2 we may define an isotopy of diffeomorphisms
ξy : [0, 1] ×Ny ∪ γy → Ny ∪ γy by
ξy|Ny := Id, ξy(t, x) := φ(t, x) for x ∈ my.
We will argue in a moment that for arbitrarily small x0 and arbitrarily large t0 there is a
neighborhoodWy of F (Yy)∪my in {y}×C
2 such we can approximate the map ξy(t0, ·) good
in C1-norm on F (Yy) ∪my by an injective holomorphic map
ψy :Wy → {y} × C
2.
Granted the existence of this approximation this proves, by the construction (∗) and (∗∗)
above, the result (except (iii)) for any particular fiber Yy.
To get (iii) we carry out this construction simultaneously for all fibers. By possibly having
to decrease ǫ we see that we can find a smooth submanifold M of Bǫ ×C
2 such that in each
fiber we have that my := M ∩ {y} × C
2 is a smooth curve satisfying (i) − (iii) above. Let
D : Bǫ × [0, 1] → M be a diffeomorphism. In the general case we attach several disjoint
smooth manifolds, one for each boundary component. For dimension reasons this does not
raise a problem.
Let ϕ : [0,∞) × Bǫ × [0, 1] → Bǫ × [0, 1] be the isotopy ϕ(t, y, x) = (y, g(t, x)), and let
φ : [0,∞) ×M →M be the isotopy φ = D ◦ ϕ ◦D−1.
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Now regard Bǫ(τ,x) as the real ǫ-ball contained in C
N , and let N be a small neighborhood
of F (Y ) in CN × C2. Define ξ : [0,∞)× (N ∪M)→ Bǫ(τ,x) × (N ∪M) by
ξ(t, x) := x for x ∈ N , ξ(t, x) := φ(t, x) for x ∈M.
Since each F (Yy) is polynomially convex in the fiber over {y} it follows by [17] that each
F (Yy)∪my is polynomially convex in the fiber. And so since Bǫ(τ,x) ⊂ C
N is real it follows
that F (Y ) ∪M is polynomially convex in CN .
By [8] we have then that for any fixed t0 and x0 there is a neighborhood W of F (Y )∪M
such that ξ(t0, ·) can by approximated arbitrarily good by an injective holomorphic map
ψ :W → Bǫ × C
2 preserving fibers, and the approximation is good in C1-norm.
Define G := ψ ◦ F , chose a small µ > 0 and define domains Uy as in (∗) and (∗∗) above.
If µ is small enough then (iii) follows by transversality.

To prove Proposition 1 then, we have to construct manifolds X,Y and Y δ as above with
subsets of tori as fibers, construct a suitable map F , and then apply Proposition 3.
Recall the Weierstrass p-function (depending on λ):
̺λ(z) =
1
z2
+
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\(0,0)
1
(z − (m+ n · λ))2
−
1
(m+ n · λ)2
.
This a meromorphic function in z respecting the relation ∼λ. Fix a 1-domain Ω(τ, 0, r), an
ǫ > 0, and let Wǫ := ∪λ∈△ǫ(τ){λ} × Ω(λ, 0, r). If ǫ > 0 is small enough and p is close to the
origin we may define a map
φ̂p(λ, z) = (̺λ(z − p), ̺λ(z)),
from Wǫ into C
2.
Lemma 4. For sufficiently small ǫ and p we have that φ̂p is holomorphic in the variables
(λ, z). For each fixed λ we have that φ̂p(λ, ·) embeds R(λ,Ω(λ, 0, r)) into C
2.
Proof. If ǫ and p is chosen small enough we have that φ̂p(λ, z) is holomorphic in the z-variable
for all fixed λ ∈ △ǫ(τ). To prove that φ̂ is holomorphic in both variables we inspect the
standard proof of the fact that ̺λ(z) converges as a function in the z-variable.
Following Ahlfors [1] we have for 2|z| ≤ |m+ nτ |, that
|
1
(z − (m+ nτ))2
−
1
(m+ nτ)2
|≤
10|z|
|m+ nτ |3
.
So to prove that ̺τ (z) converges it is enough to prove that
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\(0,0)
1
|m+ nτ |3
converges. This in turn is proved by observing that there exists a positive constant K such
that
|m+ nτ | ≥ K(|m|+ |n|)
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for all m,n ∈ N, and then getting the estimate
(∗)
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\(0,0)
1
|m+ nτ |3
≤ 4K−3
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
<∞.
But K may be chosen such that
|m+ nλ| ≥ K(|m|+ |n|)
for all λ close to τ , so the inequality (∗) holds as we vary τ . This shows that the sum ̺λ(z)
converges uniformly on compacts in Wǫ in the variables (λ, z). And if the shift determined
by p is small enough we have that φ̂p is holomorphic on Wǫ.
In [19] we demonstrated that the map z 7→ (̺λ(z−p), ̺λ(z)) is an embedding provided that
2p is not contained in the lattice determined by λ. So all φp(λ, ·) are fiberwise embeddings
as long as ǫ is small, and p is chosen close to the origin. 
Let us now construct manifolds X,Y and Y δ as above. Fix an m-domain Ω(τ,x) and
let ǫ > 0. We define X := ∪(λ,y)∈Bǫ(τ,x){(λ,y)} × R(Ω(λ)) and we let π : X → Bǫ(τ,x)
be the obvious projection. Let q : Bǫ(τ,x) × C → X be the map defined by the standard
quotient map on each fiber - q(λ,y, ζ) = (λ,y, [ζ]) where [ζ] denotes the equivalence class of
ζ in C/ ∼λ. Then q induces a differentiable structure on X such that each fiber X(λ,y) is a
closed Riemann surface which we equip with the complex structure corresponding to λ. Let
m : X ×X → R+ be a smooth metric that induces the topology.
Next let Vǫ = ∪(λ,y)∈Bǫ(τ,x){(λ,y)} × Ω(λ,y). Then Y := q(Vǫ) ⊂ X is a submanifold Y
of X as above. This is seen by defining gi : Bǫ(τ,x) × △ → Bǫ(τ,x) × C by gi(λ,y, t) =
(λ,y, zi + t · ri) and fi = q ◦ gi.
To construct the map F : Y δ → Bǫ×C
2 we first let V δǫ denote the set q
−1(Y δ), and define
a map
φp : V
δ
ǫ → Bǫ(τ,x)× C
2
by φp(λ,y, ζ) = (λ,y, φ̂p(λ, ζ − z1)) (here z1 is a component of the fixed point (τ,x) and not
a variable). This is a well defined mapping if ǫ and p are small enough. Now define a map
Φ : Y δ → Bǫ(τ,x) × C
2
by Φ(x) = φp(q
−1(x)) for x ∈ Y δ. This is well defined because φp respects the relation ∼λ
on fibers, and it follows from Lemma 4 that Φ is a smooth mapping such that Φ|Xy is an
embedding for each fiber Xy. In the following proof of Proposition 1 we use Φ to construct
F :
Proof of Proposition 1: Let X,Y, Y δ and Φ be as just defined. By Proposition 2 there is
an open set U ⊂ C2 and an injective holomorphic map ξ : U → C2 such that Φ(Y δ(τ,x)) ⊂
{(τ,x)}×U, and such that ξ◦Φ(Y(τ,x)) is polynomially convex in the fiber (τ,x)×C
2. Define
Ψ : Bǫ(τ,x) ×U→ Bǫ(τ,x) × C
2
by Ψ(λ,y,w1,w2) = (λ,y, ξ(w1,w2)).
If ǫ is small enough we have that Ψ◦Φ(Y(λ,y)) is polynomially convex in the fiber (λ,y)×C
2
for all (λ,y). To see this choose a Runge and Stein domain N ⊂ C2 such that Ψ◦Φ(Y(τ,x)) ⊂
{(τ,x)}×N and Ψ◦Φ(Y δ(τ,x))∩{(τ,x)}×N ⊂⊂ Ψ◦Φ(Y
δ
(τ,x)). If ǫ is small then Ψ◦Φ(Y
δ
(λ,y))∩
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{(λ,y)} × N ⊂⊂ Ψ ◦ Φ(Yδ(λ,y)) for all (λ,y) ∈ Bǫ(τ,x), i.e. Ψ ◦ Φ(Y
δ
(λ,y)) ∩ {(λ,y)} ×N is a
closed submanifold of {(λ,y)} ×N. So if ǫ is small the claim follows from Lemma 3.
Define F = Ψ ◦Φ and the pair (Y δ, F ) satisfies the conditions in Proposition 3. Let G be
as in Proposition 3 and define ψ(Ω(λ,y)) to be the m-domain corresponding to U(λ,y). Now
(i)− (v) guaranties that the conclusions of Proposition 1 are satisfied. 
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